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ABSTRACT

The influence of the measurement apparatus on the )| -decay

of coherent rotational states is discussed. It is shown that;

the mathematical procedure, which has been devised to describe

the decay of an unstable particle characterized by a unique

quantum state, applies, with suitable changes, also to this case.

For very small times, the decay probability still shows

the pulses discussed in a previous paper where the influence of

the environment was not taken into account. For large times, the

interaction with the environment enforces a superposition of

exponentials for the decay probability.
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I. Introduction

Recently, the description of the decay of an unstable

system has been reformulated rather radically in order to make

place for the experimental evidence that an unstable particle,

which lives long enough to merit an investigation of its time

development, unavoidably interacts repeatedly with its environment

before decaying. As thoroughly discussed in Ref. 1, the environment

(measuring apparatus) performs usually on the system a typical

quantum- mechanical measurement of the yes-no type, in which the

particle is found to be either decayed or not. After each such

measurement, the wave function jumps abruptly onto the eigen-

manifold corresponding to the decaying products if the answer

"yes" is obtained, or to that of the unstable system if the answer

is "no".

A typical example is that of a charged unstable particle

travelling in a bubble chamber. Each bubble of its track corresponds

to an interaction with the environment. According to the location of

the bubble, we say that a measurement has been performed and the

system has been found undecayed or decayed. If the former situation

holds, the decay products have been localized within a relative

distance R from each other of the order of magnitude of molecular

distances. If the system is found decayed, then the decay products

have been localized outside this very distance R. It is easily

recognized that also for neutral unstable objects or for other

types of decay, the same considerations hold.

When one treats situations in which an isolated resonance is

involved, it has been shown that application of the projection
(*)operator PD on a wave packet overlapping the isolated resonanceit

leads essentially to a unique quantum state, if the time of flight T
R

(*) The operator P^ projects the states inside the sphere of radius
R with center the decaying nucleus.
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of the decay products through the distance R is

smaller than the inverse of the width of the resonance T_ ^ If

significantly
-1

R '
Under such(a condition usually satisfied in practice)

conditions, one gets an exponential decay law for the unstable

system, if the inverse of the frequency of the measurements

is much smaller than the lifetime of the system.

In this paper we shall consider the effect of the measuring

apparatus on the )T -decay of the coherent rotational states

formed in heavy-ion collisions. In this case one is not dealing

with an isolated resonance but rather with a superposition of

resonances and therefore one is unable to associate a unique

quantum state to the system. Hovever, the general theory of Ref. l

can be applied also to this case, as we shall see.

II. Definition of the system

We have shown in a previous paper
(3)

that under certain

conditions, during heavy-ion collisions, the nucleus can be left
(4)

in a coherent rotational state

Z (2.1)

{---) The state is unique only up to a phase factor. If one neglects
the part of the decay product wave function which is present
inside the sphere of radius R, by defining as Aft) the non-decay
probability, one gets after the measurement at time t

3"
where
at t

mea surement

is the state obtained at the previous measurement

Here I stands for both angular nuimcntum quantum numbers I and M.

|<V> "̂  is an eigenstate of the angular momentum and of the nuclear

part of the Hamiltonian

(2.2)

The Hamiltonian W ,1 describes a Erre nucleus having a well

pronounced rotational character for its excited states, i.e. the

energies E;J of these states follow the rule E^. r uj X(x+ 1 ̂

witli a good approximation and the quadrupole moncntsC'F lfl| *I ^

and <̂  ^ j ^ - \ Q | H'r^* a r e dominant. The coherence of the state

\"\y (t)"̂  is then provided by the fact that the amplitudes |cJTJ

are peaked around a mean-value I o of angular momentum, while

the phases ^ are roughly equidistant (in the case of Ref. 4

they are exactly equidistant). Under these circumstancesf the state

I'MatCt)'̂  shows a periodicity in the time evolution if the

energies E of the excited states obey the rule CuT-fl-vi)

exactly. The period S? is determined by the lowest energy of the

rotational band: S ;= TT Jc , . If this rule is obeyed in a

good approximation, the quasiperiodicity can be noticed .

As discussed in Ref. 3, the system decays by Jj emission.

Details of this decay have been discussed by using a nucleus-

radiation interaction of the quadrupole type and velocity independent

nuclear forces. By means of first-order perturbation theory one

Can evaluate the probability Yj Ct 1 that the coherent state

be found undecayed at the time "t

f
(3)

(2.3)

0.
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where A t ,-

and

(2.4)

is 1 for X ̂ ,0 and zero otherwise,

If the rotational band is ideal, the time derivative of

shows a structure in time which contains pulses whose width and shape

depend on the width and shape of the amplitudes <Kj. , One obtains

narrow pulses if the absolute values of the amplitudes <\_ are

widely spread. If the rotational band is not ideal, P (ti is only

quasiperiodic with pulses appearing quasiperiodically.

We have now to discuss how measurements can influence this

decay pattern. As pointed out in Sec. I, one is not dealing here

with a clean isolated resonance, as the state (2.l) is a super-

position of many resonant states. The main object of this paper

is to see how to generalize the methods of Ref. 1 to cover this

case. We discu.sa this in the next section.

III. Decay of the coherent states in the presence of quantum random
measurements

When the system lives long enough to merit the detailed

analysis of £ts time plot, as discussed in Sec, I, it cannot be

considered as isolated but, on the contrary, it must be considered

as an open system in repeated interaction with its environment. To

write down an evolution equation for such a system one must resort

to the density operator formalism, since the wave function is

subjected to sudden quantum jumps and therefore no causa] equation

Can be obtained t'or it.

Let us summarize briefly the procedures of Ref. l. If one

is interested only in the history of the decaying nucleus and then

disregards the destiny of the V" r a v an(^ -'t=> associated decayed

nucleus, the effect of a measurement at time t on the P operator

can be visualized as the transformation

(3.0

r~ being the projection operator within the sphere of radius R,

as discussed in Sec. I.

On the other hand, evolution without measurements through

the time interval (Ô tJis given by £, P(") ̂  i where H

is the total Hamiltonian of the system. There follows that in

general, when both evolutions with and without measurements are

taken into consideration, one can write the following equation for

at Jr.. 0 - (3.2)

x candom \ lL

Here « is the mean frequency of the/measurements; Ant represents

then the probability for the occurrence of a measurement in the

interval a"t of time. Eq, (3.2) leads to the differential equation

(3.3)

which in turn is equivalent to the integral equation

e e p (3.4)

Since one assumes that the coherent state

one has the boundary condition:

realized at t = 0 ,

(3.5)
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The main qm-.-st.ion now LS tli«> determination of the operator *«

If one disregards the presence of the photon within the sphere of

radius Rj which in our opinion is an excellent approximation, one

can safely assume that P is given by the projection operator on

the photon vacuum state:

(3-6>

The sum of course runs only on the states of the considered

rotational band.

By bracketing (3.4) on < <£ | and ) $ "), one sets:

(t)

where

(3.8)

XL 0

We take the Laplace transform of (3.7). Defining

(s) r (3.9)

we easily get:

(3.10)

Application of Faltung theorem yields

(3.11)

^7

The solution of (3•11) is trivial and can be better visualized

by introducing the vectors Q > iNI and the matrix JP whose

>. 1 , respectively. In this
I*

elements are P . . N
A XL

new notation Eq. (3.1l) can be written as

and TL _

(3.12)

The solution of (3.12)is then

- x P (3.13)

By inverse Laplace transform we obtain our original P -matrix:

ds eS f i - X P(S + \\] M (*•>) (3.14)f
where C must stand to the right of all singularities of the

integrand in the S —plane. The integrand exhibits poles at the

zeroes 5 m - X of the determinant [I "j — Air* |j i.e. when

(3.15)

which is of course an implicit equation for the unknowns t .

In order to extract the contributions of the poles, one

shifts the contour in the 5-plane so as to make it run on the

line is-X . One eventually obtains



3*{ (3"16)

IL
NI

where the coefficients O are determined from the equations:

= O (3.17)

The condition for the existence of a solution of (3.17) is of

course the vanishing of the determinant of the coefficients, i.e.

eq. (3.15).

We see from the structure of our solution (3.l6) that the

interesting time region to explore must be of the order of ^/"\ or

smaller. In fact, only in this way one can save the integral

appearing at the r.h. s. which contains the pulses which are present in

the case of no measurements. This term behaves like E and

therefore dies out rather quickly in comparison with the slow

-t/v

exponentials €. ' *» , If one can then reach experimentally very

small time regions and if the frequency of the fluctuations is at

least an order of magnitude higher than X , one would be able to

see them, otherwise) for long times and/or high X one would see

only a trivial superposition of exponentials of the type:

(3.18)

the periodic or quasi-periodic structure present in the case of

no measurements being washed out- in this case by the presence of

the measuring apparatus.

A thorough discussion of this point will be given in another

paper.
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